
A WHITEPAPER BY SWIVLE

How agencies increase 
revenue and build better 
customer relationships



Are we still managing agencies as 
we did ten years ago? 

"If a designer in the UK changes something on a creative work, the new version 
will be automatically implemented and seen by each designer across our 21 
offices in Europe."

Running an agency becomes increasingly complex as operations scale, right? This whitepaper will make 
you aware of ways to:

•     Offer better client-facing processes, reduce costs andincrease revenue.

•     Improve production and give creatives room to focus on meaningful work.

Steve Sanderson, Charterhouse
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Introduction to current realities in 
agency operations 01



The reality for creaitive services 
and production studios:
•     The average organization creates thousands of new visuals each year. That 
       adds up to archives with hundreds of gigabytes or even terabytes of data.
 
•     Individual creative work can take days or even weeks to be created and 
       approved.
 
•     A single creative work may have dozens of different versions and sizes for       
      different purposes.

Imagine the man power 
necessary for managing that 
without conventional 
technology such as file 
servers and cloud storage. 
Today all of these are 
considered a commodity, 
right? 
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Creative operations



So, conventional technology like FTP file servers and cloud storage go a long way in storing creative work. How 
about other aspects of the workflow? How about not so obvious aspects of managing projects? How is conven-
tional technology assisting with finding and sharing files in time constraints, ongoing client communication and 
so on?

How is existing technology enhancing relationships between creatives and their fellow 
colleagues that communicate with clients?

File servers Cloud storage
Accessibility: Giving your remote teams fast 
and easy access is often tricky. VPN’s are 
often used which usually have a bad 
reputation amongst remote employees.

No visual overview: Servers usually lack a 
good visual overview including full-sized 
previews.

No included sharing options: You will always 
have to get the content to the prospects.

Customizability: Less options to configure 
and manipulate the software. No branding 
capabilities.

Speed: Lower speed than compared with a 
local installed server. Limited search 
capabilities.

Control: You don’t have control over the 
maintenance and update frequency.
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The question, how is client 
management technology 
integrated with client 
production technology?

Delighting customers, while keeping 
it cost effective is key, right?
The services of creative agencies have a cost structure that includes dedicated 
hours for different teams.

That's too obvious, you may say. Yet, teams are comprised by people. People, 
that have feelings, but we're going to get to that in the next chapter. 

Client operations workflows include usage of conventional technology like 
email, project management, CRM software and WeTransfer for client communi-
cation and management.
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Client operations



02

How are agencies using 
DAM to improve?

•     Save in client management - one client portal to rule them all. 

•     Increase turnover - production workflows and automation.



Customer relationships are key, the 
happiness of your team is equally 
important. 

Big players add DAM solutions on top of their 
workflows to deliver faster with transparency 
and flexibility. They allow customers to share 
feedback directly in the production 
environment. That approach removes at least 5 
or 6 touch points in approval processes.

Consequently, creatives can focus on 
meaningful work and client services can make a 
customer happy with less hassle. 

Upload and preserve Manage assets Share and distribute

Images Web

Social media

Print

Mobile apps

User pages

Audios

Videos

Graphs & Animations

Rights & Licenses

Approval

Digital Asset Management
Permissions

TaggingVersions

Archive
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Creatives, sales & clients work better together

Certainties, structure and time-constraints are crucial for customer delight 
and retention. 

Creativity, a crucial aspect in production, is not stimulated by constrainsts of 
structures and timelines.

Hence the challenge. Client services take the load of balancing client 
requests and creative product quality.

With a DAM, agencies can improve the whole relationship: 

Creatives - Client facing services - Client - Vendors
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The nuts and bolts of 
DAM.

Accelerate 
time to market

Increase
ROMI

Improve
visiblity and 

insight

Maximize
asset

utilization

Allow reuse and 
repuropse

Optimize brand
consistency

Reduce
costs

Improve 
customer 

experience
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The entire team and client can review and 
collaborate on files in 1 environment

It’s not just for images, either. It’s used for 
video, production files and documents of all 
sorts. 



How is DAM affecting cost 
and revenue?
Adobe’s Proving the Value of Digital Asset Management report found DAM was 
emerging as one of the best ways for creative functions to manage their media 
supply chains. The study found 97% of surveyed companies using DAM cut their 
asset creation costs and simultaneously boosted their productivity.

“On average, organizations are realizing a 24% increase in revenue 
from digital asset management.”

have increased 
revenue by 10% or 

more

79%

have reduced asset 
creation costs by 

10% or more

97%

have reduced risk 
by 10% or more

86%

have increased 
productivity by 
10% or more

97%
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https://offers.adobe.com/content/dam/offer-manager/en/na/marketing/Experience%20Manager%20PDF's/2015/Proving%20the%20Value%20of%20Digital%20Asset%20Management.pdf
https://offers.adobe.com/content/dam/offer-manager/en/na/marketing/Experience%20Manager%20PDF's/2015/Proving%20the%20Value%20of%20Digital%20Asset%20Management.pdf


Calculate the $$ for your agency
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In essence, a DAM helps your agency manage and meet customer expectations while 
making it easier to capitalize on those relationships.

Calculate the monetary impact in 2 minutes: www.swivle.com/industries-agency/



Servers and on-premise DAM solutions require maintenance and IT resource constantly.
 
Once set up correctly, a cloud DAM offers scalability with minimum investment. Cloud DAM solutions offer the ability to upgrade or 
downsize with a few clicks. 
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On-PremisesCloud Base (SAAS)

Security
Compliance

Better Backup & 
Recovery

Low Hardware 
Cost

VS

High Maintenance Cost

Medium Backup
Cost

High Hardware 
Cost



Supercharging client relationships with DAM

“It allows us to sell our services deeper within the client’s business.”
Russel Hales, Founder, Ape Creative 

Introducing a DAM into an agency workflow improves how teams handle every project and client.
If you add a DAM to a workflow you increase an agency’s ability to deliver projects.
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Upload &
Store

Manage &
Organize

Search &
Browse

Share &
Collaborate

Manipulate
& Optimize Deliver

https://www.linkedin.com/in/russellhales/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_search_srp_top%3BoMzSoFHcQOyD2PNEX7OCZw%3D%3D&licu=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_flagship3_search_srp_top-search_srp_result&lici=V0lN%2F0ZzSKOi7Q2QI%2B5q%2Fg%3D%3D


Improve client relationships
One client portal to rule them all. Examples here, here and here.
•     Clients access creative work at any time.
•     Creatives receive feedback and approvals directly on the work file.

Your team and client can simultaneously 
collaborate. 

Using DAM, agencies can store files and 
client brand guidelines in a fully 
responsive, branded portal. 

With such a portal, clients can easily find 
any of the files you produce for them.
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Audi-A3.jpg Bright-eyed.fiff
1.4 MB 12.8 MB

Back

Search... 2

Design

Development

Marketing

Sales

Company

Add to basketShareDownload

Audi-A3.jpg Bright-eyed.fiff
1.4 MB 12.8 MB

Back

Search... 2

Volkswagen

Renault

Mercedes-Benz

Opel

Ford

Occasions

Add to basketShareDownload

Bandit-Brew.jpg Bright-eyed.tiff
1.4 MB 12.8 MB

Back

Search... 2

Bright Eyed

Cabin Blend

Bandit Brew

Products

Add to basketShareDownload

https://imagesbellacanvas.swivle.cloud/
https://coffee.swivle.cloud/
https://noondaycollection.swivle.cloud/


Speed and efficiency?

Team members can work on different versions of a creative work in the same file. That unified 
track record allows to revert changes and track them fast.

If you’re workinng on 15 projects for a 
client. A client portal allows you and 
the customer to access any file 
related to any project at any given 
moment. 
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Beans.jpg Coffee bar.jpg Sky.jpg

Bright Eyes_ gr.jpgBright Eyes.jpg

Shore.jpg

Creek.jpgMoss.jpg

Metadata

File name Cabin Blend.jpg

File size 678 kb

File

Whole bean, Coffee, 1878, 
Amsterdam, Bright eyed

General

Tags

Text content

coffee product

green
bag cup beans

Cabin Blend.jpg



One of the requirements of big clients - security. Cloud DAM enables you to take care of 
rights and lifecycle management. Consequently, you provide the necessary credibility and 
reduce the risk of liability. 

“Any content can be made automatically unavailable for your 
team or your clients to download”
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Security in client relationships?

Organizations must 
manage stock art rights, 
model rights and 
celebrity right.
DAM reduces/eliminates 
legal costs for rights 
violations.

Organizations need to 
ensure control over IP — 

and share/distribute 
assets according to 

business rules.
DAM removes the risks 

related to email, FTP, and 
file sync and share 

solutions.



DAM in big 
agencies 03



Charterhouse sells more services

When creative juggernaut Charterhouse, now part of the Konica Minolta Group, 
decided to improve workflows, they needed a solution that would work for both their 
creatives and their clients. 

The agency, which works with brands like Rolls-Royce, BMW, British Gas, Coca-Cola, 
needed a way to address it’s client’s brand compliance and security needs. The solu-
tion they were looking for had to enable copy right infringements management and 
file tracking.

With 21 offices around Europe, data was scattered across different file servers, which 
made collaboration between offices quite difficult.

"If a designer in the UK changes something on a creative work, 
the new version will be automatically implemented across all 
references of the file and seen by each designer across our 21 
offices in Europe."

Steve Sanderson, Charterhouse
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http://www.charterhouseproduction.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/steve-sanderson-0b746919/


Charterhouse needed a DAM solution that provides 
clients with 24/7 access.

The system became the central platform for Charterhouse studios and clients. It gave their 
clients an effortless way to access their assets - finding an asset never required more than three 
clicks. Charterhouse offsets costs by offering client portals as a paid subscribtion service.

As their client base is spread out across Europe, agency creatives can also track back versions 
of each file individually, which allows them to focus on meaningful work rather than spend time 
looking for files.
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Minimizing distractions for 900+ employees

A Marketing & Advertising agency with 900+ employees and design studios spread 
across 3 countries in Europe uses Swivle in their workflow.

Before approaching Swivle they had an existing on-premise DAM solution in place, 
which was not matching the agency’s speed and flexibility needs.

"Using Swivle’s API we are streamlining workflows to manage 
users, permissions and roles. The integration allows APS to 
automatically upload, structures and permission levels. This 
minimizes distractions for our employees, so they don’t have to 
sift through non-related content and files."

 IT Manager
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With Swivle, the company keeps track of content, process analytics and reporting. The benefits - 
minimized distractions and focus enablement for employees.

1. Agency creates a 
new studio project in 

a Project 
Management system.

2. A studio is 
assigned to the 

project.

3. The project is 
connected with 

Swivle API.

4. A studio designer  
receives a task from 
PM with a batch of 

artwork.

5. Once files are 
saved in InDesign, a 

new version is 
pushed to Swivle.
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The InDesign Plugin of Swivle allows the 
agency to: 

•     Edit InDesign layouts containing links to Swivle

•     Open InDesign layouts from Sivle
 
•     Change file types of images placed in InDesign
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Schawk! optimizes client - agency - priner 
supply chain. 

Cross-media agency Schawk! has 2800+ employees and clients like Uniliver and BP 
on its books. They’ve adopted Swivle in their European operations to optimize 
package design studio processes

This custom-built automation helps Schawk! automatically import thousands of 
creative works on average every month. That in itself cuts out hours of admin work and 
helps their agency. They’ve decided Swivle was the best DAM to use in their workflows 
in Europe because of the affordability and flexibility of the solution.

"We are using Swivle for automatic import for print-ready art works from different design 
studios. Thanks to the rich metadata capabilities and indexable live text search function of 
Swivle, we centralized all final versions to one repository. It saves us time which would 
otherwise equate to dedicated man power."

Luc Hommers, Studio Coordinator, Schawk!
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https://www.schawk.com/


04
Agency use cases 
It’s not only large players that benefit from DAM solutions



Martin Williams improves client management 
and onboarding 

Minneapolis based Martin Williams, has 175 employees. Initially, they started using Swivle with one client. 
Gradually, they’ve adopted the system as an archive with 20TB+ of data as well as a part of their production 
studio workflow. MW has members of design studio, account management and operations who use Swivle.

The 20TB worth of files are tagged with metadata, to enable fast access. 

Files are distributed in different collections that are accessed by customers through a dedicated portal. 

Following the first client use case, Martin Williams started using Swivle to integrate client access and production. 

If a creative edits an artwork, the newly saved version will be automatically reflected in the client portal, so 
account managers and clients could have access simultaneously.

"Our clients had a bunch of hard drives with assets. We use Swivle to 
manage their content and give them access to download anything 
they want. Swivle is easy to use and most importantly has a helpful 
team concerned about our business."

Marty Enerson, SVP, Director of Operations at Martin Williams
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https://www.martinwilliams.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/menerso/


Exutec helps their clients save time
Munich-based Exutec, has 16 employees and specialises in creating digital brand experiences using a broad 
range of creative technologies. Portfolios of projects ranging from websites to webshops to VR and AR 
experiences. Clients include Humana, Siemens, Dräxlmaier, BMW, Weight Watchers and DETAIL. 

With Swivle they looked for a scalable, yet affordable solution to enter a new phase of digital branding, especially 
for replacing old-fashioned DAM systems.

Using the client portal frees up hours to utilize the client budget for meaningful creative projects.
Currently, it helps them support a more integrated approach to branding.

Exutec now recommends Swivle as a DAM as part of the digital transformation processes they offer to clients. 

Exutec transfers all of a client’s relevant brand assets to Swivle DAM and provides access through a client portal.

"Our goal is always to solve complexity for our clients and deliver not 
only holistic digital experiences but also the digital tools to enforce 
them. Many clients rely on old fashioned ways to distribute their brand 
assets, so we aim to improve that process by using Swivle.”

Dominik Lasch, IT Project Manager at exutec
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/dominik-lasch-535b0b152/?lipi=urn%3Ali%3Apage%3Ad_flagship3_search_srp_top%3BPKtbtqgBRRauRTaWKG8d9A%3D%3D&licu=urn%3Ali%3Acontrol%3Ad_flagship3_search_srp_top-search_srp_result&lici=ni%2FRH330QhK%2BIMWjJ4mDtQ%3D%3D
https://www.exutec.de/


Ape Creative sells additional services to their 
customers
Based in Brighton, England, Ape Creative has 8 employees. They work with some of the biggest brands in the 
UK such as Tesco, John Lewis and Asahi.

Ape Creative handles photography, presentations, and branded food packaging for a food manufacturing 
company holding with multiple subsidiaries. The challenge - access across subsidiaries. 

Ape Creative had to balance management of big archives, client access and room for actual meaningful crea-
tive work. 

The solution - client-facing portals for each of the brands of their client.

"Originally, we explored systems like DropBox, Google Drive and even Asset 
Bank. Swivle was the perfect fit for managing our clientele. All brands could 
be housed within Swivle under their own, separate portals.”

Russel Hales, Founder, Creative Director
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https://www.apecreative.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/russellhales/


Studio AKA improves production

STUDIO AKA is an awarded animation studio with 87 employees. 

Studio AKA was using email and fileservers in production and archives across locations. With the large amount 
of files, they had a growing need to enable fast and easy control of files and their versions.

They use Swivle to produce hundreds of creative works with a dozen of external designers every month. 

A creative director shares feedback and approves creative work in a dedicated container per project and 
designer. 

The system notifies the designers and they use the same environment to review and upload the updated work.

"We started using Swivle to improve workflow for one of our 
productions and save time in finding content"

Jodie Goffe, Studio Assistant
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/jodie-goffe-42bb52176/
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success



One client portal to rule them all

Such a portal or microsite gives your customers more access to their assets than an 
existing workflow using file sharing or on-prem servers. 

1.     Create a portal
2.     Add collections to the portal
3.     You just offered a better service 

The 4-step process of creating a portal using Swivle

Upload your files. Simply 
drag-and-drop your files and 

complete folders
 (or ask us to import your content 
and metadata from SmartImage)

Style your brand image 
portal: apply your own 

logo and colors

Choose a subdomain for 
your brand image portal

Make it public or choose a 
password to protect your 

visual content
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https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/1719281-share-your-files-using-a-public-or-password-protected-portal
https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/1719281-share-your-files-using-a-public-or-password-protected-portal
https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/1719281-share-your-files-using-a-public-or-password-protected-portal


Lorem ipsumImage_01.jpg Product Bandit Brew Brown.jpg Product Bright Eyed Grey.jpg

Image_01.jpg Overview Bright Eyed Green.jpg Sidewalk Coffee.jpg

Comment

SaveCancel

Great work, I love it!

Faster, better client management
1. Upload files into Swivle and enrich them with meta-data for faster access later or 
use the meta-data extract on upload. 

2. Collaborate through design recommendations, uploads reflecting feedback and 
approvals using a sharelink. 
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3. Security, granular permissions of 
actions and access to different files.

4. Share at scale through a public or 
password protected fully branded 
portal.

https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/1004199-upload-your-own-files
https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/1044609-requesting-someone-to-upload-files-using-the-pro-client-in-swivle
https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/1549898-add-a-rule
https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/2891694-showcase-collections-or-folders-on-your-portal-homepage


Collaboration for creatives

 Enable your team to work on the same files in the same environment.  

         

1.     You have to edit file X? "check-out" the file. Open it. For example, a  .psd file.  

2.    Get creative - Save -  ”check-in” the file.        

3.     Your whole team, everywhere has access to the older and newer version. 

Detailed guide and video
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https://www.swivle.com/edit-any-file-straight-from-your-dam/


File versions 
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Archives, structures and versions. Without them, there’s a risk of losing expensive creative 
work and creating new ones, which costs time and money.

Knowing who made changes, where are they and all the versions of the original file. 

Keep track of all important changes to a file from all contributors in that same file. 

Sometimes you need small changes that are not worth tracking

•     Cropping, different sizing are available with a click of a button. 

https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/1026859-working-with-file-versions-and-file-history


Feedback and approvals
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Reduce times for feedback and approving files.
Manage the related communication.
In one place. 

1.    Select specific files of a project to share for feedback or approval.

2.    Choose if you’d like to allow review, comment, download, approve, and notify.

3.    The receiver can review, download, comment, approve, or reject.

4.    Repeat

https://help.swivle.com/en/articles/989250-sharing-files


Connect with your systems
Use Zapier and Webhooks for code free integration with tools such as Asana and 
Trello. 

•     Search files
•     Download files, previews, or other derived formats
•     Upload files
•     Change metadata
•     Create folders and collections
•     Create share links
•     Commissioning projects like a photoshoot or a brochure
•     Prepare project folder structures 
•     Automate approval requests

Chat with us for complex integrations and automations. 
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Try it for free

Ask us about anything

https://app.swivle.com/



